Outdoor play is important!
It can feel challenging to take young children outside—from naps to mealtimes and
sunscreen to mittens, a trip outdoors might feel like too much hassle. However,
outdoor play has numerous benefits for your little one.
What are some of the benefits of outdoor play?
Time spent outside can lead to better physical and mental health, improved sleep, and cognitive, social, and
emotional gains for young children.
It creates opportunities for social interaction and collaboration
Outdoor play also provides a chance to practice social and emotional skills with other children, including
problem solving, turn taking, self‐control and safe risk taking. And outdoor play provides opportunities to
develop empathy; for example, imagine one child encouraging another to try the slide or a child comforting
another who has fallen.
It promotes physical health
Outdoor play is a great way to model the joy of physical activity. When
children run, jump, climb, throw and kick balls, and ride toys that require
balance, they also build gross motor skills and start developing a habit of being
active.
It invites new contexts for learning
Being outdoors is a great way to learn: Pouring (and splashing!) water at an
outdoor water table, building structures in the sandbox or mud, collecting
leaves, watching a parade of ants, and playing pretend on a playground
structure.
It may promote better sleep
Some research shows that children who play outdoors sleep better at night.
This may be due to the physical activity, stress reduction, and exposure to
natural light that come with playing outdoors.
It gives children a chance to take appropriate risks
Toddlers are all about challenging themselves to do new and
difficult things—climb some stairs, venture a little farther away
from a caregiver (still maintaining safety) and then return. Playing
outside provides opportunities to run faster, climb higher, jump
farther, and more—all under the watchful eye of a caring adult.
It anchors children to the real world
Talking with a child about an illustration of a bird in a picture book
is good, but sharing the book and the experience in the real world
is even better: “I wonder what that robin is looking for in the
grass? Oh, look! It got a worm!” Children develop more
comprehensive knowledge about their world when they have a
chance to watch, observe, predict, and learn in the moment.
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